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Finishing on the podium at Le Mans would
normally be the crowning glory for most drivers,
but Sam Posey was anxious. ‘Actually I didn’t
enjoy it very much because I was afraid we
were going to be disqualified,’ he explained.
‘There was a rule that you had to do your last
lap within a certain percentage of your fastest
lap, and the rear end of our car was shot to
pieces – Tony had to coax it around, and it
wasn’t fast enough to satisfy that rule. So I
thought they were going to take our trophy
away, so I didn’t enjoy that moment very much.
But they didn’t impose that disqualification rule
and our third-place finish stood.’

right Hughes de
Fierlant/Alain de
Cadenet, driving the
#9 Jacques Swatersentered 512 M (chassis
1030), were forced to
retire from the 1971 Le
Mans race at around
half-distance with
gearbox problems.
(LAT)
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below Finishing
on the podium in the
1971 Le Mans 24-Hour
race was a dream
for Sam Posey/Tony
Adamowicz in the #12
NART/Chinetti Ferrari
512 M (chassis 1020).
(LAT)

the end of the race a rear shock absorber top
had broken off, and the shock absorber had
gone up into the shift rod and tried to shift
the car into another gear while it was already
in gear. As a result one of the gears wasn’t
working correctly, and I don’t know if it can
be attributed to that or not, but the ring and
pinion gear broke in the gearbox. With about
15 minutes to go the car came in, and I can
remember when it came into the pits you could
hear it go …mmmm clunk…mmmm clunk as
it grabbed the ring and pinion, and the car
would move forward a bit each time. But you
have to still be running at the end at Le Mans to
qualify, so I kept the car in the pits for about 12
minutes or so, and then I sent it out for the last

lap, and we finished third behind two Porsche
917s. When we got it back to Connecticut and
opened it up, there were just three teeth left on
the ring gear and one on the pinion. It probably
wouldn’t have made another lap!’
The result must have been one of the most
enjoyable and memorable times of his racing
life. ‘It was everything! Tony was a wonderful
co-driver. I could count on him, because when
I got out of the car I didn’t feel as though I was
handing over to somebody who was going to
damage it in any way. In those days, of course,
we only had two drivers per car. It was really
wonderful. The race went incredibly well for us,
and we were once again the first Ferrari home,
which was a source of great pride to me.’

27 June 1971
Despite the fact that Porsche had already
clinched the World Championship, the John
Wyer team wanted to assert its position in
the racing world, and there was still the small
matter of beating those pesky Alfa Romeos.
Consequently Porsche cars, both prototype
and GT, accounted for 14 of the 23 starters in
a much reduced field. If truth be told, the top
drivers would probably rather have had their
teeth pulled than miss an opportunity to prove
their superiority over their rivals.
On the grid were three Ferrari 512s, two of
them well-known competitors comprising the
José Juncadella car (chassis 1002) and that
campaigned by Herbert Müller (chassis 1044).
The third car, entered by Brescia Corse (chassis
1024) and driven by Marsilio Pasotti/Mario
Casoni, was the ex-Chinetti 512 S that had been
converted to M-spec. The three Ferraris occupied
positions five, nine and twelve on the starting grid.
In the early stages the Herbert Müller/René
Herzog Ferrari rose as high as third place but
succumbed to the pressures of Helmut Marko’s
Porsche 917. Unfortunately, the Müller and
Juncadella 512s were involved in separate
accidents, but when the chequered flag came
down it was the Brescia Corse Ferrari that was
classified in fourth place.

200 Miles of Nürnberg, Norisring
11 July 1971
Pedro Rodríguez was scheduled to drive a
BRM-Chevrolet P167 in this event, but just
before the race the car’s engine blew while

testing. Targa Florio teammate and friend
Herbert Müller offered Rodríguez his Ferrari 512
M (chassis 1008) for the race, which he duly
accepted. Rodríguez was placed second on the
grid, but after just 11 laps he was forced into
the wall by a slower car, and the #26 Ferrari
crashed and burst into flames, killing him. This
tragic incident was just two weeks after the
Austrian race and a week before the British GP.

Watkins Glen 6-Hours
24/25 July 1971
The Watkins Glen 6-Hours would be the final
time that the Group 5 race cars would be seen
in anger in the World Championships. In a
race that see-sawed between Ferrari, Porsche
and Alfa Romeo it was perhaps inevitable that
Porsche would come out on top, as the 917s
had been dominant all year.
Lined up at the start were four Ferrari 512s,
three Porsche 917s of which two were the John
Wyer works cars, a pair of Alfa Romeo 33/3s
and a single works Ferrari 312 PB. The Ferrari
512 M of Gregg Young/Jim Adams didn’t make
the start due to a fuel leak. It was no doubt a
surprise to many – with the possible exception
of the driver himself – when Mark Donohue
placed the #6 Penske/Sunoco Ferrari on pole
with a time of 1:07.74, almost a full second
ahead of the works Porsche 917 driven by Jo
Siffert/Gijs van Lennep.
Woody Woodard recalled, ‘There were two
races at Watkins Glen – first the six-hour enduro
and then the Can-Am. In the first race we sat
on pole. At the start Mark pulled away from

above Back at base,
the #14 Chinetti car
(chassis 1006) driven
by Masten Gregory
and George Eaton
in the 1971 Le Mans
24-Hours is stripped
down and overhauled.
The car retired early
in the race due to fuel
problems. (François
Sicard Collection)
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above Ferrari 512 s
upper wishbone, also
showing the steering
rod end. (Author)

were advised to check that all pivot points and
linkages were in good order, and that the front
wheels were perfectly balanced. The steering
system should also be devoid of play or
stiffness and the steering box oil levels should
be checked regularly and topped up with Shell
Dentax 140.
The independent Ferrari 512 S suspension
comprises upper and lower transverse
wishbones and co-axial dampers and coil
springs. It is fitted with double-acting adjustable
Koni shock absorbers, on which both the
compression and extension settings are

adjustable with the shock absorbers still in
place on the car. The recommended shock
absorber settings should be: front 220kg
extension, 70kg compression; rear 260kg
extension, 90kg compression.
Adjusting the compression setting is
achieved by rotating the adjustment knob on
the lower part of the shock absorber clockwise
to stiffen it, and anticlockwise to soften it. To
adjust the extension setting, the perforated disc
on the top of the shock absorber is rotated
horizontally in a clockwise direction to soften
the action, or anti-clockwise to stiffen it. The
ride height of the vehicle can also be adjusted
on the shock absorbers by slackening the two
threaded ring nuts and then rotating these
appropriately up or down, before tightening
them again. The vehicle’s height above the
ground should be 110mm at the front and
115mm at the rear, this to be measured once
the car has been filled with water and oil and
with the driver on board and a full tank of fuel.
FacTory recommended wheel
seTTings
Front
rear
Toe-in
1–2mm
5–6mm
Camber
-10°
0°

As regards ride height, Article 253 (a)
required vehicles in Class A of Appendix
J to be able to drive over a block or mass
measuring 80 x 80cm and with a height of
10cm. This had to be achieved with the driver
on board, its oil and water tanks full and with
sufficient fuel to start the race. The car had to
perform this test under the power of its own
engine and was intended to demonstrate
the ride height of the car in typical FIA
legalistic fashion.

above left connected to the top of the hub (black bar from the right)
is the top radius link. with this and the bottom radius link one can adjust
wheelbase, toe-in and castor angle. connected to this by means of a rose
joint is the top link, which is used to adjust the camber. The large aluminium
fitting in the bottom right is the brake cooling duct. The suspension set-up
on each corner of the car is fully adjustable, and although it looks quite
complicated it’s actually relatively simple. (Author)
above The notched settings can be clearly seen here on the anti-roll bar.
moving its clamp towards the rear of the car will soften the anti-roll bar,
while moving it towards the front will stiffen it. moving the clamp backwards
or forwards in this way has the effect of lengthening or shortening the lever

Brakes

effect of the anti-roll bar. (Author)

1970 onwards (all models)

Owners’ Workshop Manual

T

he Ferrari 512 has two independent brake
circuits, one for the front and one for
the rear. Each is operated by its own master
cylinder and can be balanced via a balance
bar on the brake pedal to alter the front/rear
ratio. In terms of hardware, the 512 is fitted
with ventilated discs on all four wheels. Ferrari
advised that the brake pad thickness should
not be less than 10mm (0.39in) on the front and
9mm (0.35in) on the rear.
One front and one rear brake should be
bled together, with about 1cm of free play on

right Ferrari 512 s
front shock absorber
and coil spring
assembly. (Author)

far right Ferrari
512 s rear suspension
set-up comprising
the driveshaft (in the
centre of the image),

m The Ferrari 512 S/M story – brief introduction
to the sports-car racing regulations for 1970–71,
plus race-by-race account of the 1970–71 racing
seasons.

which enters the back
of the hub. The bent,
right The three master cylinder reservoir tanks

notched bar is the
anti-roll bar, which

are located conveniently just above the pedal

is connected to the

box, in the forward compartment. Furthest from

bottom wishbone via

the camera is the clutch reservoir, while the

the drop link. also

other two are brake reservoir tanks. The centre

seen is the coil over

reservoir is for the rear brake circuit and the

shock assembly.

one closest to the camera is for the front brake

(Author)

circuit. (Author)
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The Ferrari 512 S, and its successor the 512 M are
among the most iconic of Ferrari sports-racing cars.
These cars competed against Porsche’s all-conquering
917 in 1970 and 1971 – a rivalry immortalised in Steve
McQueen’s film Le Mans. The Ferrari was powered by
a 5-litre V-12 engine, and was driven by an impressive
array of drivers including Mario Andretti, John Surtees,
Clay Regazzoni, Jacky Ickx, Ronnie Peterson and
Derek Bell. Although the performance of the Ferrari and
Porsche were very similar, the Ferrari’s Achilles heel
was reliability, and the Maranello cars were unable to
challenge the dominance of the German manufacturer.
Despite winning only a single World Championship
race – the 12 Hours of Sebring in 1970 – the Ferrari
512 S/M has secured a place as one of the most
charismatic sports-racing cars ever built, and the sight
and sound of a restored example in full flight today
still turns heads. This in-depth manual, illustrated with
numerous archive images, in addition to photographs of
restored examples today, provides a fascinating insight
into one of today’s most charismatic and desirable
classic racing sports cars.
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m Anatomy of the Ferrari 512 S/M – body, chassis,
engine, transmission, suspension and steering,
brakes, wheels and tyres, interior and electrics.
m The engineer’s view – running a Ferrari 512 S/M
in period and today.
m The owner’s view – views from Kirk White on
running the Penske Sunoco car in 1970–71, and
from Nick Mason on 512 S ownership today.
m The driver’s view – views from Sam Posey, Mario
Andretti and Derek Bell.
m Chassis record – chassis histories for each of the
cars built.

An insight into the design, engineering, maintenance and
operation of Ferrari’s iconic 1970s sports racing car

